




Examination of an assessment and support method for children with calculation difficulties:
Proposal of a step score in the calculation test
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Abstract
　The purpose of this study was to develop a program for group/individual assessment and a 
method to provide individual support for elementary school children with calculation difficulties. 
We first reviewed previous studies of dyscalculia, and then examined current assessment 
and support methods. As a result, in the group assessment, a score on the calculation test of 
2SD below the mean is regarded as indicating difficulty with calculation, and a more detailed 
individual assessment is carried out for the child. In the individual assessment, the task of 
calculational behavior is analyzed based on the knowledge of applied behavior analysis, and each 
target behavior set by the task analysis is listed and checked. In the handwriting test, we propose 
a “step score” that assigns a score for one target behavior during the calculation. Examining the 
results of scoring with step scores in individual support makes it possible to examine where the 
person has difficulties, which can help in formulating a support policy for working memory and 
spatial cognition. In the future, it will be necessary to carry out assessments and support and 
examine the effect of step scores.
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2010; APA, 2000） や「 音 韻 の 符 号 化 」（Robinson, 
Menchetti, & Torgesen, 2002）にも問題があるとし






























1988; 遠藤, 2010; 平田, 2000; 小寺, 1995）や田中ビネー
式知能検査（竹花, 1987），ITPA（竹花, 1987），DAM（竹
花, 1987），DTVP（竹花, 1987; 岡本, 2004），ワーキン
グメモリアセスメント（湯澤・森田・渡辺他, 2013），
LD 児診断のためのスクリーニング・テストである
PRS: The Pupil Rating Scale Revised: Screening for 
Learning Disabilities（ 平 田, 2000）， 通 常 学 級 の 算
数 技 能 を 測 定 す るMIM-PM: Multilayer Instrudion 















見, 2014; 小寺, 1995; 岡本, 2004） ，小学４年生（江川, 
2011; 岡・松山, 2007），小学５年生（平田, 2000; 吉國・
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